15 September 2017

Dear Belsect Members,

With due pride, we cordially invite you to participate in the first BelSECT and NeSECC mini-symposium on Saturday, November 4, 2017 in Amphia Hospital, Breda. The theme of this day is “Across the border”.

The scientific committees of both associations were able to compile an inspirational program in a relaxed atmosphere. This reflects that, in addition to the dissemination of knowledge, the maintenance of mutual cohesion between perfusion departments and individual professionals is of great importance.

The morning is filled with two sessions in which, after an introduction by both presidents, a scientific program is offered that is largely supported by Dutch and Belgian speakers. Backed up by a top speaker from abroad. The speakers will talk about new insights into today’s and tomorrow’s perfusion technology.

The afternoon is largely filled with a so-called “speeddate” with the industry. This means that participants will receive an update of ten companies in a short period of time, and in small groups, with emphasis on new product lines. BelSECT has previously rolled out such a format successfully.

The day ends with a surprising Keynote speaker who will explore the boundaries of the future with the present.

Sign up for this first joint scientific day from BelSECT and NeSECC is possible until 25 October 2017 on the this website.

For those who want to go to Breda the night before, special arrangements have been made with the well-known Golden Tulip Keyser Hotel. You can book an overnight stay including breakfast (ex tourist tax) for 99 euros. However, the number of available rooms is limited, and booking under “Congres over de grens” is only possible until 30 September.

On behalf of both professional associations, we are looking forward to meet you in Breda on November 4,

Sincerely,

Peter van den Barselaar
Voorzitter NeSECC

Luc Puis
Voorzitter BelSECT